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Application Type 

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 1782 South 1600 East 
PARCEL ID: 16-16-328-024-0000 
MASTER PLAN: Sugar House 
ZONING DISTRICT: R-1/7000 (Single Family Residential) 

REQUEST: 

Blaine Properties LLC is requesting to amend the Sugar House Neighborhood Plan and the zoning 
map for the property located at 1782 South 1600 East. The applicant is seeking to amend the 
property from the R-1/7000 (Single Family Residential) to an SR-3 (Special Development Pattern 
Residential) zoning district.  Additionally, the applicant is seeking to amend the Sugar House 
Neighborhood Plan future land use from Low Density Residential to Medium Density Residential. 
These amendments are sought for the purpose of eventually legalizing the property for the 
purpose of constructing a single-family home on the property.  

RECOMMENDATION: 

Based on the information and findings listed in the staff report, it is the Planning Staff’s opinion 

that the proposed master plan amendment is not consistent with adopted City policies stated in 

the applicable plans and the proposed zoning amendment does not meet the applicable factors 

for consideration and therefore recommends the Planning Commission forward a negative 

recommendation to the City Council.  

ATTACHMENTS: 

A. ATTACHMENT A: Zoning and Future Land Use Map

B. ATTACHMENT B: Property and Vicinity Photos

C. ATTACHMENT C: Applicant Information

D. ATTACHMENT D: Comparison of R-1/7000 and SR-3 Zoning

E. ATTACHMENT E: City Plan Policies and Goals

F. ATTACHMENT F: Amendment Standards

G. ATTACHMENT G: Public Process & Comments
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H. ATTACHMENT H: Department Review Comments

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Project Background 

The applicant is requesting to change the zoning and amend the Sugar House Plan Future Land 

Use Map for the property located at 1782 S. 1600 E., which is approximately .1743 acres (7,592 

square feet) in size. The amendments are being sought to eventually construct a single-family 

dwelling. The subject property is an illegal lot created through a nonapproved subdivision. This 

means that a prior property owner recorded deeds subdividing the property without ensuring the 

property met the zoning requirements for a subdivision and without a subdivision amendment.  

The property history which is extensively discussed in a published administrative interpretation 

from 2020, outlines the history of the property. The determination relied on the prior Board of 

Adjustment decisions that identified the subject property as part of 1572 E Blaine Avenue. The 

full Administrative Interpretation can be accessed via the following link.  

The applicant appealed the Administrative Interpretation to the Appeals Hearing Officer. The 

Appeals Hearing Officer agreed that the lot was illegally subdivided and upheld the 

Administrative Interpretation. The Appeals Hearing Officer decision can be accessed via the 

following link. Due to the outcome of the Appeals Hearing, the applicant determined that the 

alternative route is to amend the zoning map and future land use map in order to pursue the 

construction of a single-family residence. 
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Project Description 

The proposal involves two requests: (1) to amend the Sugar House Future Land Use Map from 

Low Density Residential (5-10 dwelling units per acre) to Medium Density Residential (8-20 

dwelling units per acre) and (2) to amend the zoning map designation from R-1/7000 (Single 

Family Residential) to SR-3 (Special Development Pattern Residential) zoning district. The map 

and plan amendment are necessary to accommodate a single-family structure on the subject 

property. The applicant identified SR-3 zoning, due to the reduced lot width and side yard 

setbacks required for a detached single-family structure. If the amendments are approved, the 

proposed development would require a planned development process for a building without street 

frontage, and reduced lot width. Additionally, a preliminary subdivision amendment and final 

plat amendment will be required to legalize the subdivision. 

Existing Use of the Property 

The subject property is currently used to satisfy the required parking for the associated duplex 

located at 1572 E Blaine Ave and a detached garage straddles the property line of both 

properties. The garage received approval by the Board of Adjustment in 1985 due to its size. The 

applicant has stated that the garage will be removed from the property, and the off-street 

parking for the duplex will be accommodated entirely on 1572 E. Blaine. In addition to parking, 

the property also provides access to the 1580 E Blaine Ave. 
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Flag Lot Provisions 

Please note, the applicant refers to the property as a flag lot; however, the property does not 

meet the requirements for a flag lot which can be found via the following link: 

https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/saltlakecityut/latest/saltlakecity ut/0-0-0-63993  

Neighborhood Context 

The neighborhood generally consists of single-family and two-family dwellings. The existing 

development scale is relatively low in nature. The zoning is relatively consistent with the majority 

of the properties zoned as R-1/7000. North of the subject property resides the Emigration Creek 

Greenway, which is zoned as Open Space.  

APPROVAL PROCESS AND COMMISSION AUTHORITY 

Zoning map amendment proposals are reviewed against a set of considerations from the Zoning 

Code. The considerations are listed in Attachment F. Generally, Planning Staff is required by 

ordinance to analyze proposed zoning map amendments against existing adopted City policies 

and other related adopted City regulations, as well as how a zoning map amendment will affect 

adjacent properties. The decision is ultimately up to the discretion of the City Council.  

There are no specific considerations for plan amendments. However, staff generally considers the 

same considerations required for a zoning amendment and takes into account other related 

adopted City policies and current best planning practices. A decision to amend a plan is ultimately 

up to the discretion of the City Council. 

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 

The key considerations listed below were identified through the analysis of the project: 

1. How the proposal helps implement city goals and policies identified in adopted plans.

2. Comparison of R-1/7000 and SR-3

3. Spot zoning

Consideration 1: How the proposal helps implement city goals and policies identified in 

adopted plans. 

Sugar House Plan 

The subject properties are located within the Sugar House Plan, which was adopted in 2001. The 

Sugar House Future Land Use Map designates the properties as Low Density Residential (5-10 

dwelling units per acre). The applicant is requesting to modify the future land use designation to 

Medium Density Residential (8-20 dwelling units per acre). Technically, SR-3 zoning would allow 

21 dwelling units per acre; however, SR-3 is considered a medium density zoning district. The 

Sugar House Plan provides the following definitions for the existing land use designation and the 

proposed amendment: 

Existing Land Use Designation 

The majority of the residential land uses in Sugar House consist of single-family 

dwellings on lots typically between 5,000 and 8,000 square feet. These low-density 

residential areas are interspersed with duplexes and a few multiple-family dwellings. It 
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is desirable to preserve and protect the dominant, single-family character of these 

neighborhoods by holding the density between five and ten (5-10) dwelling units per 

acre. Examples of zoning districts that support this density range are R-1/7000, R-

1/5000, R-2 and RMF-30.  

Policies 

• Support and enhance the dominant, single-family character of the existing low-density

residential neighborhoods.

• Maintain the unique character of older, predominantly low-density neighborhoods.

• Prohibit the expansion of non-residential land uses into areas of primarily low-density

dwelling units.

Medium-Density Residential areas are designed to accommodate a mix of low-rise housing 

types. These include single-family through four-plex units, garden apartments, townhouses 

and mixed use or live/work units. This land use classification allows net densities between 

ten and twenty (10-20) dwelling units per acre. Examples of zoning districts consistent with 

these recommended densities are the R-1/5000, R-2, SR-1, and RMF-30.  

Variations in densities and housing types are encouraged. Design features should include 

usable landscaped open space, screened off-street parking areas, and units oriented in a way 

to be compatible to existing surrounding residential structures. New medium-density 

housing opportunities are encouraged in certain locations in Sugar House, including some 

areas presently used for commercial, warehouse, and industrial uses.  

Location criteria for Medium-Density Residential land uses include: 

• Proximity to arterial or collector streets;

• Proximity to higher density residential areas, mixed-use areas, neighborhood commercial

nodes or the urban town center of the Business District;

• Proximity to existing and proposed parks and open space;

• Prohibit the expansion of non-residential land uses into areas of medium-density

residential.

Many of the original subdivision layouts consisting of narrow, deep lots combined with 

inadequate development guidelines have resulted in typical “box car” four-plex and 

apartment development. Typical characteristics of these “box car” four-plexes and 

apartments include side-yard entry, large ratio of pavement to landscaped areas on the 

side-yard, a front building elevation devoid of windows, doors and architectural 

fenestration, flat roofs, concrete block construction and bulky size and mass. “Box car” four-

plexes and apartments are not allowed under current zoning regulations. 

Policies 

• Encourage new Medium-Density housing opportunities in appropriate locations in Sugar

House.

• Encourage a variety of densities in the Medium-Density range while ensuring the design

of these projects is compatible with surrounding residential structures.

• Continue to prohibit the development of the “box car” design of multi-family dwellings.

• Encourage street patterns that connect with other streets.

• Discourage gated developments.
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Infill Development 

The Sugar House Plan has policy statements regarding infill development and flag lots. The 

specific policies that address infill development include the following: 

• Focus new residential development toward the Sugar House Business District through a

mixed-use land pattern.

• Strive to achieve a residential density that averages at least 18 units per acre within a

quarter mile radius of a future light rail station within the town center of the business

district.

Flag Lots 

Specific policies that address flag lots include the following: 

• Explore the feasibility of maintaining interior block areas for use as parks and community

gardens.

• Support more restrictive standards for Flag Lots or planned developments.

• Approve Flag Lots only if it is demonstrated that negative impacts can be minimized or

avoided. Review Flag Lots under the following guidelines:

o Preserve the existing privacy of the surrounding properties to the extent possible;

and

o Support new structures of a similar scale that incorporate the desirable

architectural design features common throughout the neighborhood.

Discussion: The Sugar House Plan designated the properties as Low Density Residential to 

preserve and protect the older low density single-family neighborhoods. Medium Density 

Residential should primarily be located near collector streets, mixed-use/higher density 

neighborhoods, as well as near the neighborhood commercial zoning and business district.  

The plan amendment generally does not align with the goals or policy statements within the Sugar 

House Plan. Additionally, the R-1/7000 zoning designation does align with the current 

designation found on the future land use map at 6 dwelling units per acre. 

Additionally, the applicant claims that the property is a flag lot. As noted above in the body of the 

report, the property doesn’t comply with the zoning regulations associated with flag lots. Staff 

included the policy statements from the Sugar House Plan which address flag lots. These policy 

statements also do not support this amendment.  

Plan Salt Lake 

1) Neighborhoods

Guiding Principle/Neighborhoods that provide a safe environment, opportunity for

social interaction, and services needed for the wellbeing of the community therein.

Neighborhoods Initiatives (applicable initiatives) 

1. Maintain neighborhood stability and character.

2. Support neighborhoods and districts in carrying out the City’s collective vision.

3. Create a safe and convenient place for people to carry out their daily lives.

4. Support neighborhood identity and diversity.

5. Support policies that provides people a choice to stay in their home and neighborhood as

they grow older and household demographics change.
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6. Incorporate artistic elements and support cultural events on a neighborhood scale to

reinforce neighborhood character and identity.

7. Promote accessible neighborhood services and amenities, including parks, natural lands,

and schools.

8. Encourage and support local businesses and neighborhood businesses and neighborhood

business districts.

9. Provide opportunities for and promotion of social interaction.

2) Growth

Guiding Principle/ Growing responsibly, while providing people with choices about where 

they live, how they live and how they get around.  

Growth Initiatives 

1. Locate new development in areas with existing infrastructure and amenities, such as

transit and transportation corridors.

2. Encourage a mix of land uses.

3. Promote infill and redevelopment of underutilized land.

4. Preserve open space and critical environmental areas.

5. Reduce consumption of natural resources, including water.

6. Accommodate and promote an increase in the City’s population.

7. Work with regional partners and stakeholders to address growth collaboratively.

8. Provide access to opportunities for a healthy lifestyle.

3) Housing

Guiding Principle/Access to a wide variety of housing types for all income levels throughout 

the city, providing the basic human need for safety and responding to changing 

demographics. 

Housing Initiatives 

1. Ensure access to affordable housing citywide (including rental and very low income).

2. Increase the number of medium density housing types and options.

3. Encourage housing options that accommodate aging in place.

4. Direct new growth toward areas with existing infrastructure and services that have the

potential to be people-oriented.

5. Enable moderate density increases within existing neighborhoods where appropriate.

6. Promote energy efficient housing and rehabilitation of existing housing stock.

7. Promote high density residential in areas served by transit.

8. Support homeless services.

Discussion: Plan Salt Lake includes initiatives and goals to increase housing units. With that said, 

the proposed amendments include developing an illegally subdivided parcel in an existing 

neighborhood. The increase in density will promote a dwelling unit on the property that 

functions as a rear yard with challenging access. Generally, these initiatives and goals do not 

support the proposed amendments.  
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Consideration 2: Comparison of R-1/7000 and SR-3 

Attachment D provides specific details on the zoning comparison between R-1/7000 (Single-

Family Residential) and SR-3 (Special Development Pattern Residential) zoning districts. The 

subject properties are currently zoned R-1/7000. The R-1/7000 district permits single-family 

residential uses. Single family dwellings in this district require a minimum of 7,000 square feet 

of lot area and 50 feet of lot width. The development of the subject property under the existing 

zoning district isn’t permitted due to the current configuration, access, lot width and legality 

issues.  

The SR-3 (Special Purpose Residential) zoning district would permit new uses that are not 

permitted in the R-1/7000 district. These would include single-family attached dwellings, twin 

homes, and two-family dwellings. Additionally, the square footage required per unit decreases for 

development within the SR-3. If approved, the proposed amendments could permit 

approximately 3 dwelling units based on the lot area of the property; however, it would be 

challenging to fit more than a single-family dwelling on the property. The potential density would 

be strictly dependent on a subdivision and planned development to approve the illegal lot. Please 

note, the property owner states that the intent is to construct a single-family dwelling. 

Consideration 3: Spot Zoning  

The Salt Lake City Zoning Ordinance provides the following definition for Spot Zoning: 

The process of singling out a small parcel of land for a use classification materially 

different and inconsistent with the surrounding area and the adopted city master plan, for 

the sole benefit of the owner of that property and to the detriment of the rights of other 

property owners. 

The proposed amendments are generally considered spot zoning. The proposed map amendment 

lacks consistency with the zoning within the subject neighborhood. SR-3 zoning is not located 

within the subject area and differs significantly from the existing and established single-family 

residential zoning district.  

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the information in this staff report and the factors to consider, as well as the goals and 

policy statements in the applicable plans, Planning Staff recommends that the Planning 

Commission forward a negative recommendation to the City Council regarding these 

amendments. 

NEXT STEPS 

With a recommendation of approval or denial for the zoning and master plan amendments, the 

proposal will be sent to City Council for a final decision by that body.  

If the zoning and plan amendments are approved by the City Council, the properties could be developed 

for under the SR-3 zone on the properties. A list of uses allowed by the zone is located in Attachment 

D; however, as noted above, it would be unlikely for the property to be developed beyond a single-

family dwelling. Any development would be subject to a Planned Development, Preliminary 

Subdivision Amendment and Final Plat. All development would be required to comply with the 

necessary zoning standards. 
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If the zoning and plan amendments are denied by the City Council, the property located at 1782 S 1600 

E would remain R-1/7000. With this zoning, the property could potentially be developed subject to a 

Planned Development, Preliminary Subdivision Amendment and Final Plat. 
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ATTACHMENT A:  Zoning and Future Land 
Use Map 
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ATTACHMENT B: Property and Vicinity 
Photos 

Photo of 1572 E. Blaine Ave Photo of Blaine Ave.  

Photo of Eastern Portion of Blaine Ave 

Photo of Subject Property  
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Photo of Oversized Accessory Structure Photo of Subject Property 

Photo of Looking Southeast  
Photo of Driveway Portion of Subject Property 
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Photo Looking Northwest on 1600 E 

Photo Looking Northwest on 1600 E 
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ATTACHMENT C: Applicant Information
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1782 South 1600 East  Master Plan and Zoning Map Amendment  

 
 

Property Identification 

The subject parcel is a .17-acre property located at 1782 South 1600 East (the “Subject Property”) owned 

by Blaine Properties LLC (the “Applicant”).  The Property is what would commonly be referred to as a 

“flag lot” in that its frontage (on 1600 east) is long and narrow with a more substantial rectangular portion 

at its southeast.  The Property is recognized by the Salt Lake County Recorder’s Office as Parcel 

16163280240000.  

While identified as a distinct parcel in County records, Salt Lake City does not recognize the Property as 

such. The Subject Property is adjacent to another property owned by the Applicant (the “Blaine 

Property”).   The Blaine Property is a .21-acre lot with a duplex.   For purposes of land-use designation 

Salt Lake City considers the Subject Property and the Blaine Property to be one cohesive lot.  Both 

Properties are depicted in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Salt Lake County Parcel Map. 

The Subject Property Highlighted in Yellow.  The Blaine Property Highlighted in Red. 

Whether using the City’s designation as one unitary lot or the county’s designation as two distinct lots, it 

is clear the Subject Property is uniquely configured and irregular in the neighborhood.  

The Master Plan Amendment (“MPA”) and  Zoning Map Amendment (“ZMA”) applications are 

expressly for the parameters of the Subject Property and do not include the Blaine Property. 
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1782 South 1600 East  Master Plan and Zoning Map Amendment  

 
Existing Uses and Conditions  

The Subject Property currently has three predominant uses:  1) It houses a 750 sqft shade structure and 

roughly half of a 1300 sqft accessory garage (the remaining garage footprint is located within the Blaine 

Property lot1), 2) It is used by residents of the Blaine Property to access the accessory garage, and 3) it is 

used as a vehicular access to another adjacent lot’s accessory garage2 (1580 E Blaine Avenue). 

Harkening to the “Flag Lot” descriptor, the “pole” is asphalted for vehicular passage and the “flag” 

contains the shade structure and is otherwise vacant and sodded.  

Purpose for the Amendment 

The MPA and ZMA are being proposed to provide a higher and better use for the Subject Property than is 

currently existing or could feasibly be arranged under the current R-1-7000 designation.    

The Subject Property is currently used for vehicular storage, accessing parking stalls, and quite frankly 

not much else.  The vacant portion of the lot is unused by the owner or its tenants and its value as “open 

space” is negligible, in that it is surrounded by private properties and built features.   

The location, size, and shape of the Subject Property lends itself well for the construction of a modest 

single-family home.   A small home on the lot would provide the applicant an opportunity to transform 

this unused space to one that shelters and houses one new family unit in a beautiful existing 

neighborhood.    

Though the applicant’s proposal is modest and reasonable on a property of this size and location, the 

execution of such a goal has been set back by various impediments in the city process and barriers created 

by zoning and master plan regulations. 

History of Impediments and Current Zoning Barriers 

The Subject Property is certainly unique and unprecedented within the area.  Its current configuration is 

the result of a long history starting in 1919 when the original Progressive Heights subdivision was 

subdivided.  In 1951 Progressive Heights was further subdivided which created three unique lots now 

known as 1572, 1580, and 1586 Blaine Avenue.  Following the latest subdivision, the Subject Lot was 

issued a distinct Parcel Number in the same year.   

From 1951-1957, the Subject Lot was left vacant.  On May 22nd, 1957, the Subject Lot was forfeited to 

Salt Lake County pursuant to a tax sale for failure to pay property taxes. 

In 1977, Salt Lake County sold the Subject Property under its separate Parcel #1616328024 to the then-

owners of 1572 Blaine Avenue, namely, David T. and Dorothy L. Cates.  In 1985 the Cates’ applied to 

build a garage on the Blaine Property to be used for the Duplex on the same property.  The garage was 

ultimately built straddling the common property line of the Subject Property and the Blaine Property.  

There is no evidence that the Cates intended to merge the properties together by this encroachment. 

                                                           
1 The overlapping nature of the accessory garage structure’s footprint has been identified as a reason the City 

considers the Subject Property and the Blaine Property to be “merged” as a unitary lot.  
2 There is no formal easement on record for this access.  However, the Applicant does not contest this access, nor 

would a re-zone or subsequent development hinder this access. In the event a plat amendment is recorded the 

applicant would be in favor of memorializing the access as a recorded easement.  
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1782 South 1600 East  Master Plan and Zoning Map Amendment  

 
In 1999, the then-owner Mark Huber applied for and received a permit to build a small single-family 

home on the Subject Lot.  Within a week of being issued the building permit, neighbors upset about a new 

home being constructed adjacent to them, complained to the City, and requested a stop work order.  The 

city subsequently issued the stop work order to review if the Subject Property was legally buildable.  The 

Zoning Administrator reviewed the Subject Property specifications and zoning ordinances and determined 

that the Subject Property did not legally exist and first introduced the notion that the Subject Property and 

the Blaine Property were one lot.  

Huber then appealed the Zoning Administrator’s decision to the Board of Adjustments (the “BOA”).  In 

the July 19th, 1999 hearing, a contingent of neighbors who were opposed to the building of a home on the 

Subject Property were represented by an attorney.  The attorney introduced the idea of a “lot merger” 

having occurred with the previous construction of the detached garage.  After other public comment from 

neighbors opposed to any development, the BOA unanimously voted to uphold the administrative 

decision, not to recognize the Subject Property as an independent lot, and to restrict any development of a 

new single-family dwelling.    

To memorialize the BOA’s decision an Abstract of Findings and Order was recorded over the property to 

notice that the Subject Property “is not an independent lot and may not be developed with a new single-

family dwelling”.  This ruling by the BOA has since become a barrier to reimagining the Subject 

Property’s land-use and highest and best use. 

After the ruling Huber ceased his efforts to develop the Subject Property and did not submit an appeal to 

the BOA’s decision.  Eventually, on February 25th, 2014 both the Blaine Property and the Subject 

Property were purchased by the applicant. 

Like Huber, the applicant recognized the Subject Property as an ideal opportunity for the development of 

a humble single-family home structure.  The applicant reached out to Salt Lake City Planning Department 

to explore the possibility of seeking a land-use redesignation.  It was at this point where the applicant 

became aware of the history of the site and the BOA decision of 1999.  In an effort to unwind the decision 

the applicant requested an Administrative Interpretation to determine whether the Subject Property is a 

legal complying parcel and a buildable lot.       

On September 9th, 2020 staff determined that they were unable to evaluate whether the BOA made a legal 

or correct decision.  Given that the BOA decision of 1999 was never appealed by Huber, staff found that 

the decision remains in effect and that the property could not be developed independently.   

On September 18th, 2020 the applicant submitted an Appeal of Decision before Planning and Zoning 

arguing that the BOA decision 1) should be available for review and appeal and 2) that the BOA decision 

was legally incorrect.  This appeal went before the Salt Lake City Land Use Appels Hearing Officer who 

on December 22nd, 2020 issued his ruling to uphold the decision of the September 9th, 2020 

Administrative interpretation.     

In his ruling the Hearing Officer was sympathetic to the first issue argued by the applicant, namely, that 

the 1999 BOA decision could be challenged and plausibly overturned.  The officer also questioned his 

authority to overturn a decision by a BOA (that no longer exists). 

With the latest land-use decision rendered the applicant reached out to city planning staff to see what 

processes exist to revisit and petition the “non-developable” status of the Subject Property.   Two options 
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1782 South 1600 East  Master Plan and Zoning Map Amendment  

 
were given 1) Appeal the decision to the Third District Court, or 2) Submit a MPA and ZMA to rezone 

the subject property.   

The applicant has elected to pursue option two with this application for MPA and ZMA.  If this petition is 

granted the applicant will be required to submit a Planned Development (“PD”) and Preliminary 

Subdivision application before any development of the Subject Property.  The applicant understands that 

the PD application could be run concurrently with the MPA and ZMA, however, due to monetary 

constraints, the applicant is electing to only petition the MPA and ZMA at this time.   

 

Description of the Proposed Use of the Property      

The property is tucked inside a typical single-family and two-family neighborhood.  While lots in the 

neighborhood more or less conform to R-1-7 zone characteristics there is a variety of housing types and 

massing in the area.  The property is best suited for a small-scale single-family residence. 

While no design decisions have been made the property is of ample size to provide space for a small 

footprint custom or modular home structure. 

Reasons why the Present Zoning is not Appropriate for the Area       

The applicant does not dispute that the R-1-7 zone is appropriate for the area at large.  For the vast 

majority of the neighborhood blocks the dimensional standards have efficiently distributed properties with 

a proper balance of living spaces and open spaces.  The R-1-7 has proven to be a value to the community 

as a rule, but it is desperately lacking in usability for exceptions.   

The Progress Heights Second Addition subdivision is more than 70 years old, and its current lot 

configuration has changed immensely since its initial subdivision.  While the plat has never been formally 

amended, lots have been combined and a midblock alleys have been vacated in what surprisingly has 

resulted in a fairly typical neighborhood residential pattern.    

 

 

Figure 2: Portion of Progress Heights Second Addition Plat contrasted with current site condition. 
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1782 South 1600 East  Master Plan and Zoning Map Amendment  

 
The only exception to a typical lot in the plat is the Subject Lot.  Its peculiar historical circumstances have 

left this as the only “flag lot” and only “un-developable” building lot in the entire Progress Heights 

Second Addition Plat. 

Exceptions like this lot can be found in various historical neighborhoods throughout the city where 

development occurred before processes were more formalized and zoning as stringent.  Where these 

unique parcels are of adequate size and dimension, they should not be blocked perpetually from 

development, but should rather be granted thoughtful consideration to see how they can be developed to 

their highest and best use while maintaining general neighborhood character.    

Thankfully the applicant has identified a city zoning designation that seems to address this exact 

exceptional situation.  The SR-3 special pattern residential provides for lot, bulk and use regulations, 

including a variety of housing types, in scale with the character of development located within the interior 

portions of city blocks.   This zone has been used liberally in the city to provide land-use to uniquely 

located properties where use of the surrounding zoning restrictions would render a site undevelopable. 

 

Figure 3: SR-3 Interior Block Examples Shown in Yellow 

The SR-3 is a designation that recognizes that unique properties should be given unique considerations 

and that “spot zoning” is not a pejorative but rather a tool for land-use efficiency.  SR-3 is definitionally a 

different zone than its surrounding properties for the purpose of dealing with distinctive site location. 

Because the property is located midblock in a flagging composition it is petitioned that the lot be 

reclassified as SR-3 zone. 

Consistency with City Objectives 

Salt Lake City has made significant commitments to providing a broad array of responses to the housing 

shortage crisis.  City master plans such as Plan Salt Lake and Growing SLC: A Five Year Plan have 

clearly established objectives to increase housing where it makes sense and can be of minimal impact to 

the community.   

Plan Salt Lake specifically supports, “Promot(ing) infill and redevelopment of underutilized land” (PSL 

pg.19), “Increas(ing) the number of medium density housing types and options” and “Enabl(ing) 

moderate density increases within existing neighborhoods where appropriate” (PSL pg. 21). 
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By designating the property SR-3, a medium density zone, a property that has been restricted for 

development can be made viable to build a modest single-family home. 

Growing SLC seems to be speaking directly to the subject property when it reads “Apart from traditional 

infill ordinances, responding to the unusual age, form, and shape of housing stock should be addressed 

and leveraged to add incremental density…” (GSL pg. 19) Growing SLC specifically addresses small 

courtyard cottages and bungalows as “Missing Middle Housing” and prioritizes “finding a place for these 

(missing middle housing) types throughout the city…”.   

This petition is in line with Growing SLC in “finding a place” for missing middle housing.  Small infill 

opportunities such as that presented by the Subject Property should be considered individually to see if 

they can responsibly include more housing or development otherwise.  The city’s current objectives are to 

eliminate certain barriers that have historically and reflexively been put upon properties that don’t fit 

neatly into usual neighborhood characteristics. “Exacerbating the housing crisis are local barriers to 

housing development.  These barriers, such as density limitations, prohibitions on different types of 

housing, and other development regulations, have contributed in part to a general supply deficit and 

economic segregation” (GSL pg. 11). 

Conclusion 

Even a cursory review of the site conditions of the Subject Property indicate that it is clearly an 

appropriate site for a modest single-family residence.  It is only in review of the existing zoning 

designation and the recorded Abstract of Findings that anyone would consider this lot “un-buildable”.  To 

step back and consider this logic is to find that there are no physical and practical constraints but only 

legal and definitional constraints.   

The history of the Abstract of Findings shows that the reasons for the barrier to development were not 

only supported by but wholly introduced by an attorney representing a NIMBY contingent.  The language 

that is memorialized in the Abstract of Findings has for many years obstructed any commonsense 

development of this infill lot.  

Fortunately, there is a method to restore a commonsense and higher and better use for the property.  That 

is to redesignate the lot to the SR-3 zone.  The zone recognizes that unique properties can be dealt with 

more nuance than would otherwise be available by simple consultation of the surrounding zoning 

limitations. 

The applicant recognizes that one new infill cottage home will have negligible effects on the housing 

crisis.  However, it will also have no real negative effects on the neighborhood that it finds itself in.  

Rather it will provide one new home that can house one more family and be of an immense value to those 

who will one day live in it.   

The applicant implores the Planning Staff and the Planning Commission to consider this Petition to 

redesignate the Subject Property from R-1-7000 to SR-3.     
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 Public Comments in support of development on Subject Property from December 

10th, 2020 Appeal of a Decision Hearing  
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March 18, 2021

To whom it may concern;

I’m writing to enter my comments into the appeal hearing for the property located at 
1782 South 1600 East in Salt Lake City.

I own an investment property about a third a mile north on 1600 East and have been a 
Realtor for almost 30 years.

 I support the property owner’s petition to build a reasonable-sized, single-family home 
the flag-lot they own.

Looking at the property it seems like a logical thing to do.  We are greatly in need of 
additional housing and need far fewer non-food-producing plots that require costly 
irrigation and maintenance.

The family has invested, and paid taxes in, this area for a long time and they’re really 
just looking to have each other nearby.  I think that particular behavior should be 
supported whenever possible and natural.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Melanie Soules
Principal Broker
Hard-Working 
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Property Identification 

The subject parcel is a .17-acre property located at 1782 South 1600 East (the “Subject Property”) owned 

by Blaine Properties LLC (the “Applicant”).  The Property is what would commonly be referred to as a 

“flag lot” in that its frontage (on 1600 east) is long and narrow with a more substantial rectangular portion 

at its southeast.  The Property is recognized by the Salt Lake County Recorder’s Office as Parcel 

16163280240000.  

While identified as a distinct parcel in County records, Salt Lake City does not recognize the Property as 

such. The Subject Property is adjacent to another property owned by the Applicant (the “Blaine 

Property”).   The Blaine Property is a .21-acre lot with a duplex. For purposes of land-use designation Salt 

Lake City considers the Subject Property and the Blaine Property to be one cohesive lot.  Both Properties 

are depicted in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Salt Lake County Parcel Map. 

The Subject Property Highlighted in Yellow.  The Blaine Property Highlighted in Red. 

Whether using the City’s designation as one unitary lot or the county’s designation as two distinct lots, it 

is clear the Subject Property is uniquely configured and irregular in the neighborhood.  

The Master Plan Amendment (“MPA”) and Zoning Map Amendment (“ZMA”) applications are expressly 

for the parameters of the Subject Property and do not include the Blaine Property. 
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Existing Uses and Conditions  

The Subject Property currently has three predominant uses:  1) It houses a 750 sqft shade structure and 

roughly half of a 1300 sqft accessory garage (the remaining garage footprint is located within the Blaine 

Property lot1), 2) It is used by residents of the Blaine Property to access the accessory garage, and 3) it is 

used as a vehicular access to another adjacent lot’s accessory garage2 (1580 E Blaine Avenue). 

Harkening to the “Flag Lot” descriptor, the “pole” is asphalted for vehicular passage and the “flag” 

contains the shade structure and is otherwise vacant and sodded.  

Purpose for the Amendment 

The MPA and ZMA are being proposed to provide a higher and better use for the Subject Property than is 

currently existing or could feasibly be arranged under the current R-1-7000 designation.    

The Subject Property is currently used for vehicular storage, accessing parking stalls, and quite frankly 

not much else.  The vacant portion of the lot is unused by the owner or its tenants and its value as “open 

space” is negligible, in that it is surrounded by private properties and built features.   

The location, size, and shape of the Subject Property lends itself well for the construction of a modest 

single-family home.   A small home on the lot would provide the applicant an opportunity to transform 

this unused space to one that shelters and houses one new family unit in a beautiful existing 

neighborhood.    

Though the applicant’s proposal is modest and reasonable on a property of this size and location, the 

execution of such a goal has been set back by various impediments in the city process and barriers created 

by zoning and master plan regulations. 

History of Impediments and Current Zoning Barriers 

The Subject Property is certainly unique and unprecedented within the area.  Its current configuration is 

the result of a long history starting in 1919 when the original Progressive Heights subdivision was 

subdivided.  In 1951 Progressive Heights was further subdivided which created three unique lots now 

known as 1572, 1580, and 1586 Blaine Avenue.  Following the latest subdivision, the Subject Lot was 

issued a distinct Parcel Number in the same year.   

From 1951-1957, the Subject Lot was left vacant.  On May 22nd, 1957, the Subject Lot was forfeited to 

Salt Lake County pursuant to a tax sale for failure to pay property taxes. 

In 1977, Salt Lake County sold the Subject Property under its separate Parcel #1616328024 to the then-

owners of 1572 Blaine Avenue, namely, David T. and Dorothy L. Cates.  In 1985 the Cates’ applied to 

build a garage on the Blaine Property to be used for the Duplex on the same property.  The garage was 

ultimately built straddling the common property line of the Subject Property and the Blaine Property.  

There is no evidence that the Cates intended to merge the properties together by this encroachment. 

                                                           
1 The overlapping nature of the accessory garage structure’s footprint has been identified as a reason the City 

considers the Subject Property and the Blaine Property to be “merged” as a unitary lot.  
2 There is no formal easement on record for this access.  However, the Applicant does not contest this access, nor 

would a re-zone or subsequent development hinder this access. In the event a plat amendment is recorded the 

applicant would be in favor of memorializing the access as a recorded easement.  
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In 1999, the then-owner Mark Huber applied for and received a permit to build a small single-family 

home on the Subject Lot.  Within a week of being issued the building permit, neighbors upset about a new 

home being constructed adjacent to them, complained to the City, and requested a stop work order.  The 

city subsequently issued the stop work order to review if the Subject Property was legally buildable.  The 

Zoning Administrator reviewed the Subject Property specifications and zoning ordinances and determined 

that the Subject Property did not legally exist and first introduced the notion that the Subject Property and 

the Blaine Property were one lot.  

Huber then appealed the Zoning Administrator’s decision to the Board of Adjustments (the “BOA”).  In 

the July 19th, 1999 hearing, a contingent of neighbors who were opposed to the building of a home on the 

Subject Property were represented by an attorney.  The attorney introduced the idea of a “lot merger” 

having occurred with the previous construction of the detached garage.  After other public comment from 

neighbors opposed to any development, the BOA unanimously voted to uphold the administrative 

decision, not to recognize the Subject Property as an independent lot, and to restrict any development of a 

new single-family dwelling.    

To memorialize the BOA’s decision an Abstract of Findings and Order was recorded over the property to 

notice that the Subject Property “is not an independent lot and may not be developed with a new single-

family dwelling”.  This ruling by the BOA has since become a barrier to reimagining the Subject 

Property’s land-use and highest and best use. 

After the ruling Huber ceased his efforts to develop the Subject Property and did not submit an appeal to 

the BOA’s decision.  Eventually, on February 25th, 2014 both the Blaine Property and the Subject 

Property were purchased by the applicant. 

Like Huber, the applicant recognized the Subject Property as an ideal opportunity for the development of 

a humble single-family home structure.  The applicant reached out to Salt Lake City Planning Department 

to explore the possibility of seeking a land-use redesignation.  It was at this point where the applicant 

became aware of the history of the site and the BOA decision of 1999.  In an effort to unwind the decision 

the applicant requested an Administrative Interpretation to determine whether the Subject Property is a 

legal complying parcel and a buildable lot.       

On September 9th, 2020 staff determined that they were unable to evaluate whether the BOA made a legal 

or correct decision.  Given that the BOA decision of 1999 was never appealed by Huber, staff found that 

the decision remains in effect and that the property could not be developed independently.   

On September 18th, 2020 the applicant submitted an Appeal of Decision before Planning and Zoning 

arguing that the BOA decision 1) should be available for review and appeal and 2) that the BOA decision 

was legally incorrect.  This appeal went before the Salt Lake City Land Use Appels Hearing Officer who 

on December 22nd, 2020 issued his ruling to uphold the decision of the September 9th, 2020 

Administrative interpretation.     

In his ruling the Hearing Officer was sympathetic to the first issue argued by the applicant, namely, that 

the 1999 BOA decision could be challenged and plausibly overturned.  The officer also questioned his 

authority to overturn a decision by a BOA (that no longer exists). 

With the latest land-use decision rendered the applicant reached out to city planning staff to see what 

processes exist to revisit and petition the “non-developable” status of the Subject Property.   Two options 
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were given 1) Appeal the decision to the Third District Court, or 2) Submit a MPA and ZMA to rezone 

the subject property.   

The applicant has elected to pursue option two with this application for MPA and ZMA.  If this petition is 

granted the applicant will be required to submit a Planned Development (“PD”) and Preliminary 

Subdivision application before any development of the Subject Property.  The applicant understands that 

the PD application could be run concurrently with the MPA and ZMA, however, due to monetary 

constraints, the applicant is electing to only petition the MPA and ZMA at this time.   

 

Description of the Proposed Use of the Property      

The property is tucked inside a typical single-family and two-family neighborhood.  While lots in the 

neighborhood more or less conform to Low Density Residential R-1-7 zone characteristics there is a 

variety of housing types and massing in the area.  The property is best suited for a small-scale single-

family residence. 

While no design decisions have been made the property is of ample size to provide space for a small 

footprint custom or modular home structure. 

Reasons why the Present Zoning is not Appropriate for the Area       

The applicant does not dispute that the R-1-7 zone is appropriate for the area at large.  For the vast 

majority of the neighborhood blocks the dimensional standards have efficiently distributed properties with 

a proper balance of living spaces and open spaces.  The R-1-7 has proven to be a value to the community 

as a rule, but it is desperately lacking in usability for exceptions.   

The Progress Heights Second Addition subdivision is more than 70 years old, and its current lot 

configuration has changed immensely since its initial subdivision.  While the plat has never been formally 

amended, lots have been combined and a midblock alleys have been vacated in what surprisingly has 

resulted in a fairly typical neighborhood residential pattern.    

 

 

Figure 2: Portion of Progress Heights Second Addition Plat contrasted with current site condition. 
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The only exception to a typical lot in the plat is the Subject Lot.  Its peculiar historical circumstances have 

left this as the only “flag lot” and only “un-developable” building lot in the entire Progress Heights 

Second Addition Plat. 

Exceptions like this lot can be found in various historical neighborhoods throughout the city where 

development occurred before processes were more formalized and zoning as stringent.  Where these 

unique parcels are of adequate size and dimension, they should not be blocked perpetually from 

development, but should rather be granted thoughtful consideration to see how they can be developed to 

their highest and best use while maintaining general neighborhood character.    

Thankfully the applicant has identified a city zoning designation that seems to address this exact 

exceptional situation.  The SR-3 special pattern residential provides for lot, bulk and use regulations, 

including a variety of housing types, in scale with the character of development located within the interior 

portions of city blocks.   This zone has been used liberally in the city to provide land-use to uniquely 

located properties where use of the surrounding zoning restrictions would render a site undevelopable. 

 

Figure 3: SR-3 Interior Block Examples Shown in Yellow 

The SR-3 is a designation that recognizes that unique properties should be given unique considerations 

and that “spot zoning” is not a pejorative but rather a tool for land-use efficiency.  SR-3 is definitionally a 

different zone than its surrounding properties for the purpose of dealing with distinctive site location. 

Because the property is located midblock in a flagging composition it is petitioned that the lot be 

reclassified.  The request is to amend the Future Land Use Map from Low Density Residential to Medium 

Density Residential.  Along with this, the requested zone change is from R-1-7000 to that of the SR-3 

zone. 

Consistency with City Objectives 

Salt Lake City has made significant commitments to providing a broad array of responses to the housing 

shortage crisis.  City master plans such as Plan Salt Lake and Growing SLC: A Five Year Plan have 

clearly established objectives to increase housing where it makes sense and can be of minimal impact to 

the community.   
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Plan Salt Lake specifically supports, “Promot(ing) infill and redevelopment of underutilized land” (PSL 

pg.19), “Increas(ing) the number of medium density housing types and options” and “Enabl(ing) 

moderate density increases within existing neighborhoods where appropriate” (PSL pg. 21). 

By designating the property SR-3, a medium density zone, a property that has been restricted for 

development can be made viable to build a modest single-family home. 

Growing SLC seems to be speaking directly to the subject property when it reads “Apart from traditional 

infill ordinances, responding to the unusual age, form, and shape of housing stock should be addressed 

and leveraged to add incremental density…” (GSL pg. 19) Growing SLC specifically addresses small 

courtyard cottages and bungalows as “Missing Middle Housing” and prioritizes “finding a place for these 

(missing middle housing) types throughout the city…”.   

This petition is in line with Growing SLC in “finding a place” for missing middle housing.  Small infill 

opportunities such as that presented by the Subject Property should be considered individually to see if 

they can responsibly include more housing or development otherwise.  The city’s current objectives are to 

eliminate certain barriers that have historically and reflexively been put upon properties that don’t fit 

neatly into usual neighborhood characteristics. “Exacerbating the housing crisis are local barriers to 

housing development.  These barriers, such as density limitations, prohibitions on different types of 

housing, and other development regulations, have contributed in part to a general supply deficit and 

economic segregation” (GSL pg. 11). 

Conclusion 

Even a cursory review of the site conditions of the Subject Property indicate that it is clearly an 

appropriate site for a modest single-family residence.  It is only in review of the existing zoning 

designation and the recorded Abstract of Findings that anyone would consider this lot “un-buildable”.  To 

step back and consider this logic is to find that there are no physical and practical constraints but only 

legal and definitional constraints.   

The history of the Abstract of Findings shows that the reasons for the barrier to development were not 

only supported by but wholly introduced by an attorney representing a NIMBY contingent.  The language 

that is memorialized in the Abstract of Findings has for many years obstructed any commonsense 

development of this infill lot.  

Fortunately, there is a method to restore a commonsense and higher and better use for the property.  That 

is to redesignate the lot to the SR-3 zone.  The zone recognizes that unique properties can be dealt with 

more nuance than would otherwise be available by simple consultation of the surrounding zoning 

limitations. 

The applicant recognizes that one new infill cottage home will have negligible effects on the housing 

crisis.  However, it will also have no real negative effects on the neighborhood that it finds itself in.  

Rather it will provide one new home that can house one more family and be of an immense value to those 

who will one day live in it.   

The applicant implores the Planning Staff and the Planning Commission to consider this Petition to 

redesignate the Subject Property from R-1-7000 to SR-3.     
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ATTACHMENT E: City Plan Policies and 
Goals 

Sugar House Plan 

The subject properties are located within the Sugar House Plan, which was adopted in 2001. The 

Sugar House Future Land Use Map designates the properties as Low Density Residential (5-10 

dwelling units per acre). The applicant is requesting to modify the future land use designation to 

Medium Density Residential (8-20 dwelling units per acre). The SR-3 zoning would allow 21 

dwelling units per acre; however, SR-3 is considered a medium density zoning district. Sugar 

House Plan provides the following definitions for the existing land use designation and the 

proposed amendment: 

Existing Land Use Designation 

The majority of the residential land uses in Sugar House consist of single-family 

dwellings on lots typically between 5,000 and 8,000 square feet. These lot-density 

residential areas are interspersed with duplexes and a few multiple-family dwellings. It 

is desirable to preserve and protect the dominant, single-family character of these 

neighborhoods by holding the density between five and ten (5-10) dwelling units per 

acre. Examples of zoning districts that support this density range are R-1/7000, R-

1/5000, R-2 and RMF-30.  

Policies 

• Support and enhance the dominant, single-family character of the existing low-density

residential neighborhoods.

• Maintain the unique character of older, predominantly low-density neighborhoods.

• Prohibit the expansion of non-residential land uses into areas of primarily low-density

dwelling units.

Medium-Density Residential areas are designed to accommodate a mix of low-rise housing 

types. These include single-family through four-plex units, garden apartments, townhouses 

and mixed use or live/work units. This land use classification allows net densities between 

ten and twenty (10-20) dwelling units per acre. Examples of zoning districts consistent with 

these recommended densities are the R-1/5000, R-2, SR-1, and RMF-30.  

Variations in densities and housing types are encouraged. Design features should include 

usable landscaped open space, screened off-street parking areas, and units oriented in a way 

to be compatible to existing surrounding residential structures. New medium-density 

housing opportunities are encouraged in certain locations in Sugar House, including some 

areas presently used for commercial, warehouse, and industrial uses.  

Location criteria for Medium-Density Residential land uses include: 

• Proximity to arterial or collector streets;

• Proximity to higher density residential areas, mixed-use areas, neighborhood commercial

nodes or the urban town center of the Business District;

• Proximity to existing and proposed parks and open space;
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• Prohibit the expansion of non-residential land uses into areas of medium-density

residential.

Many of the original subdivision layouts consisting of narrow, deep lots combined with 

inadequate development guidelines have resulted in typical “box car” four-plex and 

apartment development. Typical characteristics of these “box car” four-plexes and 

apartments include side-yard entry, large ratio of pavement to landscaped areas on the 

side-yard, a front building elevation devoid of windows, doors and architectural 

fenestration, flat roofs, concrete block construction and bulky size and mass. “Box car” four-

plexes and apartments are not allowed under current zoning regulations. 

Policies 

• Encourage new Medium-Density housing opportunities in appropriate locations in Sugar

House.

• Encourage a variety of densities in the Medium-Density range while ensuring the design

of these projects is compatible with surrounding residential structures.

• Continue to prohibit the development of the “box car” design of multi-family dwellings.

• Encourage street patterns that connect with other streets.

• Discourage gated developments.

Infill Development 

The Sugar House Plan has policy statements regarding infill development and flag lots. The 

specific policies that address infill development include the following: 

• Focus new residential development toward the Sugar House Business District through a

mixed-use land pattern.

• Strive to achieve a residential density that averages at least 18 units per acre within a

quarter mile radius of a future light rail station within the town center of the business

district.

Flag Lots 

Specific policies that address flag lots include the following: 

• Explore the feasibility of maintaining interior block areas for use as parks and community

gardens.

• Support more restrictive standards for Flag Lots or planned developments.

• Approve Flag Lots only if it is demonstrated that negative impacts can be minimized or

avoided. Review Flag Lots under the following guidelines:

o Preserve the existing privacy of the surrounding properties to the extent possible;

and

o Support new structures of a similar scale that incorporate the desirable

architectural design features common throughout the neighborhood.

Discussion: The Sugar House Plan designated the properties as Low Density Residential to 

preserve and protect the older low density single-family neighborhoods. Medium Density 

Residential should primarily be located near collector streets, mixed-use/higher density 

neighborhoods, as well as near the neighborhood commercial zoning and business district.  
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The plan amendment generally does not align with the goals or policy statements within the Sugar 

House Plan. Additionally, the R-1/7000 zoning designation does align with the current 

designation found on the future land use map at 6 dwelling units per acre. 

Additionally, the applicant claims that the property is a flag lot. As noted above in the body of the 

report, the property doesn’t comply with the zoning regulations associated with flag lots. Staff 

included the policy statements from the Sugar House Plan which address flag lots. These policy 

statements also do not support this amendment.  

Plan Salt Lake 

1) Neighborhoods

Guiding Principle/Neighborhoods that provide a safe environment, opportunity for

social interaction, and services needed for the wellbeing of the community therein.

Neighborhoods Initiatives (applicable initiatives) 

1. Maintain neighborhood stability and character.

2. Support neighborhoods and districts in carrying out the City’s collective vision.

3. Create a safe and convenient place for people to carry out their daily lives.

4. Support neighborhood identity and diversity.

5. Support policies that provides people a choice to stay in their home and neighborhood as

they grow older and household demographics change.

6. Incorporate artistic elements and support cultural events on a neighborhood scale to

reinforce neighborhood character and identity.

7. Promote accessible neighborhood services and amenities, including parks, natural lands,

and schools.

8. Encourage and support local businesses and neighborhood businesses and neighborhood

business districts.

9. Provide opportunities for and promotion of social interaction.

2) Growth

Guiding Principle/ Growing responsibly, while providing people with choices about where 

they live, how they live and how they get around.  

Growth Initiatives 

1. Locate new development in areas with existing infrastructure and amenities, such as

transit and transportation corridors.

2. Encourage a mix of land uses.

3. Promote infill and redevelopment of underutilized land.

4. Preserve open space and critical environmental areas.

5. Reduce consumption of natural resources, including water.

6. Accommodate and promote an increase in the City’s population.

7. Work with regional partners and stakeholders to address growth collaboratively.

8. Provide access to opportunities for a healthy lifestyle.
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3) Housing

Guiding Principle/Access to a wide variety of housing types for all income levels throughout 

the city, providing the basic human need for safety and responding to changing 

demographics. 

Housing Initiatives 

9. Ensure access to affordable housing citywide (including rental and very low income).

10. Increase the number of medium density housing types and options.

11. Encourage housing options that accommodate aging in place.

12. Direct new growth toward areas with existing infrastructure and services that have the

potential to be people-oriented.

13. Enable moderate density increases within existing neighborhoods where appropriate.

14. Promote energy efficient housing and rehabilitation of existing housing stock.

15. Promote high density residential in areas served by transit.

16. Support homeless services.

Discussion: Plan Salt Lake includes initiatives and goals to increase housing units. With that said, 

the proposed amendments include developing an illegally subdivided parcel in an existing 

neighborhood. The increase in density will promote a dwelling unit on the property that 

functions as a rear yard with challenging access. 

Growing SLC 

Goal 1: Increase Housing Options 

Objective 1: Review and modify land-use and zoning regulations to reflect the affordability 
needs of a growing, pioneering city. 

Objective 1.1.1 Develop flexible zoning tools and regulations, with a focus along significant 
transportation routes. 

Objective 1.1.2 Develop in-fill ordinances that promote a divers housing stock, increase housing 
options, create redevelopment opportunities, and allow additional units within existing 
structures, while minimizing neighborhood impacts. 

Objective 1.1.3 Revise the ADU ordinance to expand its application and develop measure to 
promote its use. 

Discussion: The identified objectives encourage zoning flexibility to increase the housing stock 
and housing opportunities. The amendments are sought to relieve what the applicant considers 
a hardship. The property was not created legally, which results in a property that cannot be 
developed. The amendments, if adopted, and later accompanied by a planned development, 
preliminary subdivision and final subdivision plat could result in an increase of a housing unit. 
With that said, the proposals are in direct conflict with many of the adopted policies and 
objectives for Salt Lake City. Please note that the additional Growing SLC goals do not apply 
with this proposal. 

Summary:  
The adopted plans, policies and goals do not generally align with the proposed amendments. 
The neighborhood is well established with R-1/7000 zoning. While the Sugar House Plan does 
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identify goals for infill and flag lot development, this property does not meet the location 
identification or the flag lot standards, or infill. Additionally, the property does not meet the 
intent of the location parameters for medium density classification in the Sugar House Future 
Land Use Map. Ultimately, the amendments are sought to legalize an illegal subdivision for the 
purposes of development. These goals do not align with the identified policy statements or 
objectives.  
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ATTACHMENT F: Amendment Standards  

Plan Amendments 

State Law, Utah Code Annotated, Title 10 Chapter 9a, requires that all municipalities have a master 
plan. However, there is no specific criteria relating to master plan amendments. The City does not have 
specific criteria relating to master plan amendments. However, City Code Section 21A.02.040 – Effect 
of Adopted Plans or General Plans addresses this issue in the following way:  

All master plans or general plans adopted by the planning commission and city council for the 
city, or for an area of the city, shall serve as an advisory guide for land use decisions. 
Amendments to the text of this title or zoning map should be consistent with the purposes, 
goals, objectives and policies of the applicable adopted master plan or general plan of Salt Lake 
City. (Ord. 26-95 § 2(1-4), 1995)  

In this case, the plan is being amended in order to provide consistency between the Sugar House Plan 
and the proposed zoning designation of the subject property. State Law does include a required process 
in relation to a public hearing and recommendation from the Planning Commission in relation to a 
plan amendment. The required process and noticing requirements have been met. 

Staff does not support the amendment to the future land use map because the proposal is not 
consistent with written policies in the Sugar House Plan. The applicable Sugar House Plan policy 
statements can be found in Attachment E.  

21A.50.050:  Standards for General Amendments 

A decision to amend the text of this title or the zoning map by general amendment 
is a matter committed to the legislative discretion of the City Council and is not 
controlled by any one standard. 

1. Whether a proposed map amendment is consistent with the purposes, goals, objectives,
and policies of the city as stated through its various adopted planning documents;

Finding: The proposal is not consistent with Plan Salt Lake or the Sugar House Plan. 

Discussion: The proposal conflicts with the policy statements and goals in the Sugar House Plan. Please 
see Attachment E and Key Consideration 1 for applicable City plan policies and discussions.  

2. Whether a proposed map amendment furthers the specific purpose statements of the
zoning ordinance.

21A.02.030 General Purpose and Intent of the Zoning Ordinance 

The purpose of the zoning ordinance is to promote health, safety, morals, convenience, order, prosperity, 
and welfare of the present and future inhabitants of Salt Lake City, to implement the adopted plans of the 
city, and, in addition: 

A. Lessen congestion in the streets or roads;
B. Secure safety from fire and other dangers;
C. Provide adequate light and air;
D. Classify land uses and distribute land development and utilization;
E. Protect the tax base;
F. Secure economy in governmental expenditures;
G. Foster the city’s industrial, business and residential development; and
H. Protect the environment.
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The proposed amendments generally support or has no appreciable impact on these purposes. The proposal 
could accommodate a single-family dwelling. No real traffic impact is anticipated with this proposal. The 
existing access to light and air will not be impeded by this proposal.  

Zoning District Purpose 

The purpose statement of the SR-3 is: The purpose of the SR-3 special development pattern residential 
district is to provide lot, bulk and use regulations, including a variety of housing types, in scale with the 
character of development located within the interior portions of city blocks. Uses are intended to be 
compatible with the existing scale, density and intensity of the neighborhood. The standards for the 
district are intended to provide for safe and comfortable places to live and play, promote sustainable and 
compatible development patterns and to preserve the existing character of the neighborhood. This is a 
medium density zoning district. Off site parking facilities in this district to supply required parking for 
new development may be approved ad part of the conditional use process.  

The proposed map amendment would allow for medium density development, which would not be compatible 
with the existing scale of the neighborhood. The properties within this neighborhood primarily consist of R-
1/7000 zoning. 

21A.50.010 Purpose Statement 

The zoning amendment section of the ordinance notes the following with regard to its purposes: 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide standards and procedures for making amendments to the 
text of this title and to the zoning map. This amendment process is not intended to relieve particular 
hardships nor to confer special privileges or rights up any person, but only to make adjustments 
necessary in light of changed conditions or changes in public policy. 

The property owner is requesting development rights on a portion of the property that was illegally subdivided. 
The amendments are to accommodate a single-family dwelling and to legalize the subdivision. Staff believes 
that these amendments would be to relieve a hardship and would grant special privileges to this property owner. 
There has not been substantial change in public policy that would warrant the requested amendments.  

3. The extent to which a proposed map amendment will affect adjacent properties;

Finding: The proposed SR-3 zone will impose different development regulations than the R-1/7000 district.  

Discussion: The primary difference between the R-1/7000 and the SR-3 are the setback requirements and 
density limits. The proposed zone would increase the development potential of the property. The SR-3 zoning 
district permits a single-family dwelling per 2,000 square feet, which substantially differs from the established 
requirement of 7,000 square feet per single-family detached in the R-1/7000. With that said, it would be 
difficult to develop the subject property beyond the proposed single-family dwelling.  It’s important to note, the 
proposed density is not readily found within the existing neighborhood. It can be found elsewhere in Sugar 
House but generally closer to the Sugar House Business District.  

4. Whether a proposed map amendment is consistent with the purposes and provisions of
any applicable overlay zoning districts which may impose additional standards.

Finding: The map amendment doesn’t conflict with any overlays that affect the property. 

Discussion: The property is not located within an overlay that would impose additional standards on the 
residential uses allowed on the property. 

5. The adequacy of public facilities and services intended to serve the subject property,
including, but not limited to, roadways, parks and recreational facilities, police and fire
protection, schools, stormwater drainage systems, water supplies, and wastewater and
refuse collection.
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Finding: The City’s public facilities and services have adequate capacity to serve the additional dwellings that 
would be allowed with this rezone. 

Roadways 

The existing roadways will not be severely impacted by the proposed development. The Transportation Division 
did not express concerns about the proposed amendments. 

Parks and Recreation Facilities 

The proposal is in an area of the City with a high level of park access that are adequate to serve additional 
residents: 

Wasatch Hollow 
Sugar House Park 
Fairmont Park 
Allen Park 

Police and Fire Protection 

The development is located within an existing developed area with dedicated police and fire services. The 
services are adequate to serve additional residents. 

Fire did conduct a review of the proposal and did not express any concerns, as long as the access provided is 
adequate and a minimum of 20’ in width.  

Schools 

The property is located within the boundary of Highland High School. The property is near the boundary for 
Dillworth Elementary School and East High School. 

Stormwater Drainage Systems 

Public Utilities has reviewed the proposal and did not identify any concerns with adequacy of utilities to serve 
the property. If any deficiencies are identified in being able to serve the property in more detailed reviews. 
Public Utilities can require the developer to upgrade public facilities that serve the property. 

Refuse Collection 

The proposal would be served by the City’s Recycling and Waste Services or a private waste service. The 
proposal would not have a substantive impact on the City’s service level. 
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ATTACHMENT G: Public Process & 
Comments 

Public Notice, Meetings, Comments 

The following is a list of public meetings that have been held, and other public input opportunities, 

related to the proposed project since the applications were submitted: 

• February 24, 2023 – The Sugar House Community Council was sent the 45 day required

notice for recognized community organizations.

• February 24, 2023- Property owners and residents within 300 feet of the development

were provided early notification of the proposal.

• April 17, 2023- Applicant and staff attended the Sugar House Land Use Committee

meeting. 

Public Input: 

Staff received one email with questions about the proposal. 

Additional comments may have been received. The prior employee working on these proposals 

did not keep a record of the comments that may have been submitted. 
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Caution: This is an external email. Please be cautious when clicking links or opening
attachments.

From: Andrea Jimmie
To: Lindquist, Kelsey
Subject: (EXTERNAL) Fw: PCNPCM2022-01138 and PLNPCM2022-01139
Date: Monday, April 17, 2023 4:11:38 PM

From: Andrea Jimmie
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 4:10 PM
To: elizabeth.hart@slcgov.com <elizabeth.hart@slcgov.com>;

Subject: PCNPCM2022-01138 and PLNPCM2022-01139
 
To Whom it may concern, 

I am writing in regard to the property located at 1782 South 1600 East.   I thought this was put
to rest a few years ago but I guess she is trying again.   I live next to that property, and I
strongly disagree and oppose another unneeded, or unwanted HOME in between our current
homes.   That area is not large enough for a driveway and or backyard to be 'established'
without interfering with the homes and property surrounding.   We do not need more
'tenants' driving in between our homes.  The fact that the city of Sugarhouse is allowing these
huge high-rise business and apartments to be built on every corner is sad.   But we DO NOT
NEED TO MOVE THESE INTO NEIGHBOORHOODS!!!!   The neighbors around this area will fight
and fight this over and over.   There does not need to be a home where they are waning it, 
there is no room and we do not need or wanted the unnecessary construction that would be
going on for how many months.  

Sincerely, 
Andrea Jimmie
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Attention: 
E-mails sent or received shall neither constitute acceptance of conducting transactions via electronic means nor create
a binding contract until and unless a written contract is signed by the parties.
The information contained in this email may be confidential and privileged. It is intended for the individual or entity
named above. If you are not the intended recipient, please be notified that any use, review, distribution or copying of
this email is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email by error, please delete it and notify the sender
immediately. Thank you.

Click here to visit our website.
Click here to email Marley.
Click here to email Ashlee.  

Attention: 
E-mails sent or received shall neither constitute acceptance of conducting transactions via electronic means nor create
a binding contract until and unless a written contract is signed by the parties.  The information contained in this email
may be confidential and privileged. It is intended for the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended
recipient, please be notified that any use, review, distribution or copying of this email is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this email by error, please delete it and notify the sender immediately. Thank you.
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From: Rebecca Davis
To: Lindquist, Kelsey
Subject: (EXTERNAL) Questions about the rezone request at 1782 S 1600 E
Date: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 12:56:50 PM

Hello Kelsey, I decided to email you instead of trying to connect with you by phone. I will list
my questions below about the rezone request for 1782 S 1600 E, case numbers
PLNPCM2002-01138 and 01139.

What are the required setbacks for the SR-3 zone?

Would the property owner be allowed to request variances to the standard setbacks under the
SR-3 zone?
  
Would the front of the proposed single family home face east?  

Can an interior ADU be built in the single family residence?  

Can a detached ADU be built on the property as well as a single family home?

Is adequate off-street parking required under the SR-3 zone?

Is it likely that this zoning request will be granted, given the history of this property?  This
property was twice determined to not be a legal lot because the garage straddles the property
line between this property and 1572 E Blaine Ave.
I assume the garage will be torn down in order to build a single family home, so that may
cause 1782 S 1600 E to no longer be flagged as “related to 1572 E Blaine Ave.”

If the zoning change is granted and the garage is torn down, will the property owner be
required to have the garage examined to determine if there is any asbestos in the structure that
could impact the neighbors when it is torn down?  The huge garage is 1 foot from my east
property line.  I can only imagine the great amount of dust and debris that will blow into my
yard.

If the zoning change is granted, does the property owner have any responsibility to counter
light pollution from cars that enter through the alley?  When David Cates built the garage, he
brought a great amount of fill in and spread it throughout the property.  That property is now
higher than the neighboring yards to the west.  You can see evidence of this increase in height
from my backyard. I am concerned about lights shining into my yard when the garage is torn
down.

The higher elevation of the property also makes me concerned about the height of the
proposed home. What are the height limitations in the SR-3 zone?

Thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.  I will introduce myself to you at
Monday’s Land Use and Zoning Committee meeting.  It will be nice to meet you in  person.

Thank you,
Rebecca W Davis
1564 E Blaine Ave
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ATTACHMENT H: Department Review 
Comments 

This proposal was reviewed by the following departments.  Any requirement identified by a City 

Department is required to be complied with.  

 Engineering: Scott Weiler 

No comments. 

Zoning: Kelsey Lindquist 

See review in staff report body. 

Fire: Doug Bateman 

As long as the driveway is 20-feet (as mentioned) it would not be a problem. They would also need to 

meet any new code requirements with any new structures built, including fire separation distances and 

fire resistance ratings, which are reviewed after they have applied for a permit. 

 Urban Forestry: 

No comments received. 

Sustainability: 

No comments received. 

Police: 

No comments received. 

Public Utilities: Kristeen Beitel 

Public Utilities has no objections to the proposed rezone or master plan amendment. 

Additional comments have been provided to assist in the future development of the property. The 

following comments are provided for information only and do not provide official project review or 

approval. Comments are provided to assist in design and development by providing guidance for 

project requirements. 

• Public Utility permit, connection, survey, and inspection fees will apply.

• All utility design and construction must comply with APWA Standards and SLCPU Standard

Practices.

• All utilities must meet horizontal and vertical clearance requirements. Water and sewer lines require

10 ft minimum horizontal separation and 18” minimum vertical separation. Sewer must maintain 5 ft

minimum horizontal separation and 12” vertical separation from any non-water utilities. Water must

maintain 3 ft minimum horizontal separation and 12” vertical separation from any non-sewer

utilities.

• Utilities cannot cross property lines without appropriate easements and agreements between

property owners.

• There is an existing sewer lateral that crosses this lot. The sewer lateral serves the home at 1770

South 1600 East. An easement will be required between the property owners for this sewer lateral
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that crosses the property. Proof of easement will be required prior to issuance of the building permit. 

• New utility services for the proposed home should be designed so that they do not cross property

lines and only run on the subject property to 1600 East. The property’s frontage on 1600 East is

approximately 20 feet, so there should be adequate room for new services while maintaining

clearance requirements.

• Site utility and grading plans will be required for building permit review. Site utility plans should

include all existing and proposed utilities, including water, irrigation, fire, sewer, stormwater, street

lighting, power, gas, and communications. Grading plans should include arrows directing stormwater

away from neighboring property. Please refer to APWA, SLCDPU Standard Practices, and the SLC

Design Process Guide for utility design requirements.

• One culinary water meter will be permitted for this parcel. A fire service may be permitted, if

required. Each service requires a separate connection to the public water main.

• Site stormwater must be collected on site and routed to the public storm drain system. Stormwater

cannot discharge across property lines or public sidewalks.
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